Supermassive black hole spins super-fast
27 February 2013
A black hole's gravity is so strong that, as the black
hole spins, it drags the surrounding space along.
The edge of this spinning hole is called the event
horizon. Any material crossing the event horizon is
pulled into the black hole. Inspiraling matter collects
into an accretion disk, where friction heats it and
causes it to emit X-rays.
Risaliti and his colleagues measured X-rays from
the center of NGC 1365 to determine where the
inner edge of the accretion disk was located. This
Innermost Stable Circular Orbit - the disk's point of
no return - depends on the black hole's spin. Since
a spinning black hole distorts space, the disk
In this artist's conception a supermassive black hole is
material can get closer to the black hole before
surrounded by a hot accretion disk, while some
inspiraling material is funneled into a wispy blue jet. New being sucked in.
measurements show that the black hole at the center of
galaxy NGC 1365 is spinning at close to the maximum
possible rate. This suggests that it grew via "ordered
accretion" rather than by swallowing random blobs of
gas and stars. Credit: NASA/JPL-Caltech

Imagine a sphere more than 2 million miles across
- eight times the distance from Earth to the Moon spinning so fast that its surface is traveling at
nearly the speed of light. Such an object exists: the
supermassive black hole at the center of the spiral
galaxy NGC 1365.
Astronomers measured its jaw-dropping spin rate
using new data from the Nuclear Spectroscopic
Telescope Array, or NuSTAR, and the European
Space Agency's XMM-Newton X-ray satellites.
"This is the first time anyone has accurately
measured the spin of a supermassive black hole,"
said lead author Guido Risaliti of the HarvardSmithsonian Center for Astrophysics (CfA) and
INAF - Arcetri Observatory.
This research is being published in the Feb. 28
issue of the journal Nature, and featured in a
NASA media teleconference on Feb. 27th.

Scientists measure the spin rates of supermassive black
holes by spreading the X-ray light into different colors.
The light comes from accretion disks that swirl around
black holes, as shown in both of the artist's concepts.
They use X-ray space telescopes to study these colors,
and, in particular, look for a "fingerprint" of iron -- the
peak shown in both graphs, or spectra -- to see how
sharp it is. The "rotation" model shown at top held that
the iron feature was being spread out by distorting effects
caused by the immense gravity of the black hole. If this
model were correct, then the amount of distortion seen in
the iron feature should reveal the spin rate of the black
hole. The alternate model held that obscuring clouds
lying near the black hole were making the iron line
appear artificially distorted. If this model were correct, the
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data could not be used to measure black hole spin.
NuSTAR helped to solve the case, ruling out the
alternate "obscuring cloud" model. Credit: NASA/JPLCaltech.

time. Those data are currently being analyzed. At
the same time, other teams are observing several
other supermassive black holes with NuSTAR and
XMM-Newton.

Headquartered in Cambridge, Mass., the HarvardSmithsonian Center for Astrophysics (CfA) is a joint
Astronomers want to know the black hole's spin for collaboration between the Smithsonian
several reasons. The first is physical - only two
Astrophysical Observatory and the Harvard College
numbers define a black hole: mass and spin. By
Observatory. CfA scientists, organized into six
learning those two numbers, you learn everything research divisions, study the origin, evolution and
there is to know about the black hole.
ultimate fate of the universe.
Most importantly, the black hole's spin gives clues
More information:
to its past and by extension the evolution of its host
dx.doi.org/10.1038/nature11938
galaxy.
"The black hole's spin is a memory, a record, of the
past history of the galaxy as a whole," explained
Risaliti.
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Although the black hole in NGC 1365 is currently as
massive as several million Suns, it wasn't born that
big. It grew over billions of years by accreting stars
and gas, and by merging with other black holes.
Spin results from a transfer of angular momentum,
like playing on a children's swing. If you kick at
random times while you swing, you'll never get very
high. But if you kick at the beginning of each
downswing, you go higher and higher as you add
angular momentum.
Similarly, if the black hole grew randomly by pulling
in matter from all directions, its spin would be low.
Since its spin is so close to the maximum possible,
the black hole in NGC 1365 must have grown
through "ordered accretion" rather than multiple
random events.
Studying a supermassive black hole also allows
theorists to test Einstein's general theory of
relativity in extreme conditions. Relativity describes
how gravity affects the structure of space-time, and
nowhere is space-time more distorted than in the
immediate vicinity of a black hole.
The team also has additional observations of NGC
1365 that they will study to determine how
conditions other than black hole spin change over
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